Advantages & Benefits of a Sunday School White Board
The advantages and benefits when using a Sunday school white board in classes are many. First and foremost it provides
an unforgettable experience when visiting a Sunday school class as a guest. Second, when properly used this simple and
useful tool will inform and inspire class members resulting in a more active, friendly, and outgoing class. Guest and
members alike will experience it as a memory jogging information board that provides a feeling of comfort in name
recognition, knowledge of class activities, and a reminder of what Sunday school small group ministry is all about. Also,
when guest are acknowledged, recognized by name, and informed about you and your class they are more likely to revisit,
and even eventually become a member of your church.

Guest Benefits:
1) Name recognition, provides a visual aid to connect names and faces:
Many times remembering someone’s name after a brief meeting or introduction is difficult, especially
when in a group. Simply seeing the name written on the board can jog the memory, and allow a person to associate
the name with a face. Being able to call someone by name is important, and will result in people speaking or being more
friendly to each other, where in many cases they may not because they just can not remember someone’s name.

2) Listing names of all class members:
When guest see the names of all class members on the board it may include someone they know that is not present that
they can relate to. They may also see someone attending your class that they recognize, but can not remember their name.
This can prevent an embarrassing situation that could result in guest not revisiting. The list of class member names on the
board can be a real aid and comfort to guest when visiting your class.

3) Listing Information on socials, events, and class activities:
Guests visiting your class when searching for a new church home are more likely to be drawn to your class when they see
these listed on the board. Class socials, events, and other class activates will demonstrate and reflect a loving and sociable
group. Guest will see this as an opportunity where they can get to know everyone better, and build relationships that could
eventually result in their church membership.

4) Listing names or information for the sick, hospitalized, or bereaved:
Seeing this on the board, and hearing care group leaders provide information on the individuals or families listed will
demonstrate to guest that your class really cares and are willing to be their when people are in need and hurting. Many
time guest visiting your church may or may not have family living within your community. They are more likely to
unite with a church family that they see being there for them if a possible crises or need were to be faced in their life.

Class Member Benefits:
1) Name recognition, provides a visual aid to connect names and faces:
Class members are more likely to remember the names of guest when seeing it written on the board. This will be
important when members welcome guest by referring to them by name.

2) Listing names of all class members / plus the two consecutive Sunday attendance record:
It is important that class member be able to see everyone’s name that is enrolled in the class. This will serves as a reminder
to assure that members are not forgotten or over looked when needing to be contacted or notified about class events or socials.
Also, with the visual aid of the two consecutive Sunday attendance check it provides members or care group teams with a
reminder that absentees need to be contacted with a card, letter, and/or phone call to let the know that they are missed.

3) Listing Information on socials, events, and class activities:
This assures all members are informed and continually reminded about all class socials, events, and activities.

4) Listing names or information for the sick, hospitalized, or bereaved:
This information is important to remind class members to pray for people hurting or in need. It also becomes a reminder
for care groups to schedule visits, meals, or other assistance that might be needed and beneficial to the listed individuals
and/or families.

We are confident that you will experience an increase in commitment, class loyalty, and Sunday school
growth when the Sunday School White Board concept is implemented within your classes.

The Sunday School White Board

The Sunday School White Board is made form a 36 X 48 inch standard white board. (3 feet X 4 feet) The
graphics and lettering is positioned to the right side providing approximately 1½ feet of space for writing
on the left side.
Should you need assistance in creating boards we have a source that will apply the graphics and lettering
to your boards for $60.00 plus tax and any shipping cost if required.
If you have questions, need boards, or just need assistance my contact information is included below.
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